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Farkas Bolyai 1796-1799



Kurze str. 2
*1775 in Bolya, †1856 in Marosvásárhely (now Tîrgu Mureş). Studied with Kästner, was a schoolmate of Gauß
with whom he maintained a correspondence throughout his life. Worked on foundations of geometry; his son
Janos is one of the founders of non-Euclidean geometry. Also known under his german name Wolfgang.
Wikipedia

Theaterstr. 7
*1833, †1872. Was at the origin of the models in the Mathematical Institute, especially the "Clebsch surface" (a
cubic containing 27 straight lines). Tomb in Bartholomäus-Friedhof
Wikipedia

*1833, †1872. Was at the origin of the models in the Mathematical Institute.
Wikipedia

Wilhelm-Weber str. 21
*1888, †1972 in the USA. Cousin of Edith Stein. Expelled in 1933.
Wikipedia

Mühlenstr. 1
*1805, †1859
Married with Rebecca Mendelsohn-Bartholdy. Was the first to correctly understand Gauß's "arithmetical
investigations" and to extend them. Buried in Bartholomäus-Friedhof.
Wikipedia

*1805, †1859
Married with Rebecca Mendelsohn-Bartholdi. Was the first to correctly understand Gauß's "arithmetical
investigations" and to extend them.
Wikipedia

Kurze Geismarstr. 30
*1777 in Braunschweig, †1855. One of the three most important mathematicians of all times, with Newton and
Archimedes, he constructed the 17-gon in 1796, and became world-renown in 1801 through his "arithmetic
investigations". Constructed, with Weber, the first telegraph. Tomb in Albani-Friedhof. ;Wikipedia

Kurze Str. 15
*1777 in Braunschweig, †1855. One of the three most important mathematicians of all times, with Newton and
Archimedes, he constructed the 17-gon in 1796, and became world-renown in 1801 through his "arithmetic
investigations". Constructed, with Weber, the first telegraph. Tomb in Albani-Friedhof. Wikipedia

Geismar Landstr. 11, Sternwarte
*1777 in Braunschweig, †1855. One of the three most important mathematicians of all times, with Newton and
Archimedes, he constructed the 17-gon in 1796, and became world-renown in 1801 through his "arithmetic
investigations". Constructed, with Weber, the first telegraph. Tomb in Albani-Friedhof.
Wikipedia

Albani-Friedhof
Burial Memorial. Often contains texts by students slit between the bars (asking for inspiration for an exam?)
Wikipedia

A statue commorating the collaboration of Carl Friedrich Gauß and Wilhelm Weber

Wilhelm-Weber str. 29
*1862, †1943. The most important mathematician of his time, with Poincaré in Paris. After studies in pure
mathematics, collaboration during 1915-1920 with Einstein on relativity theory; and, in the 20's, studies in logic
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which later made possible the construction of computers. Buried in Stadt-Friedhof.
Wikipedia

1862, †1943. The most important mathematician of his time, with Poincaré in Paris. After studies in pure
mathematics, collaboration during 1915-1920 with Einstein on relativity theory; and, in the 20's, studies in logic
which later made possible the construction of computers.
Wikipedia

Nikolaistr. 25
*1719, †1800. Clear and wide-ranging textbooks in Mathematics. Tomb in Bartholomäus-Friedhof.
Wikipedia

*1719, †1800. Clear and wide-ranging textbooks in Mathematics.
Wikipedia

Wilhelm-Weber str. 3
*1849, †1825. The organizer of the blooming time of Göttingen mathematics, 1897-1914, during which Göttingen
was the undisputed worldwide centre of mathematics. Buried in Stadts-Friedhof.
Wikipedia

*1849, †1825. The organizer of the blooming time of Göttingen mathematics, 1897-1914, during which Göttingen
was the undisputed worldwide centre of mathematics.
Wikipedia

Herzberger Landstr. 48
*1877, †1938 in Berlin. Extremely precise number theorist, successor of Minkowski; added much to the renown of
Göttingen. His classes were boycotted in Fall 1933 by national-socialist students, and he retired in 1934 to Berlin.
Wikipedia

Calsowstr. 18
*1880 in Drossen, †1959. Student of Hilbert. Specialized in didactics.
Wikipedia

Lange Geismarstr. 49
*1723 in Marbach, †1762. Worked on cartography, computed the most precise measurements of the moon's
position (which were used to determine one's longitude at sea). Buried in Albani-Kirchhof.
Wikipedia

Planckstr. 15
*1864, †1909. Friend of Hilbert, pure mathematics and relativity theory.
Wikipedia

Stegemühlenweg 51
*1882, †1935 in the USA. After collaboration with Hilbert and Einstein, leading figure of pure mathematics in the
1920's. Expelled in 1933.
Wikipedia

Barfüßerstr. 18
*1826, †1866 of tuberculosis. Student of Gauß; developed higher-dimensional geometry, that later served as
foundations of Einstein's relativity theory. Conjectured a precise theorem on the distribution of primes among
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integers, that remains to this day the most important unsolved problem. One of the few mathematicians
comparable to Gauß, Newton or Archimedes. Tomb at Lago Maggiore
Wikipedia

Rohnsweg 14
*1896 in Berlin, †1981. Renown number-theorist, author of "analytic number theory".
Wikipedia

Kreuzbergring 15
*1975 in Kazuya, †1960 in Tokyo. Studied under Felix Klein and David Hilbert; upon his return to Japan, continued
his research on number theory; renown for his work in class field theory.
Wikipedia

Merkelstr. 3
*1885 in Elmshorn, †1955 in Zürich. Interested in all aspects of mathematics; turned later to relativity theory and
quantum physics. Published "Space, time, matter" and "Group theory and quantum mechanics".
Wikipedia

Bunsenstr. 3
*1899 in Innsbruck, †1990 in the USA.
Didn't actually live there, but was instrumental in getting the new Institute built. Came in 1922 as a student,
defended his doctoral work (on Egyptian fractions) in 1924; was institute director for 1 day, before being chased
out by Nazi student protests. He then left Göttingen for Copenhagen, and later America (Brown University).

 
He founded the review journal Zentralblatt für Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete (Zbl), and published fundamental
texts on cuneiform mathematics.
Wikipedia
 

Walkemühlenweg 4
*1903 in Budapest, †1957 in Washington, D.C.
Made major contributions to a vast range of fields, including set theory, functional analysis, quantum mechanics,
ergodic theory, continuous geometry, economics and game theory, computer science, numerical analysis,
hydrodynamics (of explosions), and statistics, as well as cellular automata theory, and computer science.
Wikipedia

Carl-Ludwig Siegel 1951-1981

Teiji Takagi 1900-1901

Hermann Weyl 1930-1933

Otto Neugebauer 1922-1934

John von Neumann 1926-1927


